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Abstract. This paper investigates localization and guidance systems as
important future considerations for autonomous mobility within the built
environment. Specifically, it looks at embedding magnets within building construction assemblies, using magnetic sensors for autonomous
navigation, and understanding the impact construction materials may
have on magnetic-field-based localization and guidance systems of autonomous agents.
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1. Introduction
The developments in personal and autonomous mobility unavoidably raise the
question of the interface between the built environment (buildings, cities, and
infrastructure) and autonomous agents (cars, drones, house robots, or assisted
wheelchairs). This interface needs to consider and accommodate new players without an adverse impact on current users. This inclusive, yet well-tuned, integration
will be critical in a successful transition from the current inert habitation to future
autonomously empowered habitation. While the focus of these transformations
may seem to be machine based, accommodating various forms of autonomous
mobility, ultimately it will lead into more inclusive environments that will empower human users, particularly the elderly, children, and people with mobility
impairments (Cowan et al. 2012; Madarasz et al. 1986).
The need for the seamless integration of new and old users may suggest a particular approach to development of autonomous-mobility-friendly environments that
focus on redefinition of materiality and placement of strategic micro-gestures (embedded capabilities) without an overall typological rethinking of what is expected
from buildings today. This attitude could form the first step in making buildings
and cities ready for an effective integration of autonomous agents. It would also
help in defining a strategy for a transition toward autonomous mobility.
This paper considers localization and guidance systems as important future
considerations for autonomous mobility within built environment. Specifically, it
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looks at embedding magnets within building construction assemblies, using magnetic sensors for autonomous navigation, and understanding the impact construction materials may have on magnetic-field-based localization and guidance of autonomous agents.
Numerous methods for localizing autonomous robots (including cars) have
been studied for decades (Borenstein et al. 1996). In many cases, technology such
as GPS can guide both human and robot drivers, with small adaptations either to
be calculated by the robot or visualized for the human. Built-in technology such as
road infrastructure provides an implicit layer for humans to interpret. Complications arise in decision-making, particularly in relation to other vehicles, but also in
unknown circumstances. While a painted line across a stop sign can be interpreted
by a person as graffiti, the difference from an untouched sign makes it difficult
for image recognition. These variations create difficulty in localization for robots,
and as such require multiple strategies and approaches to effectively navigate the
environment. If any technology could be provided at a higher rate of reliability
and consistency, the reliance on other technologies could be reduced. In the case
of GPS, the satellite must be visible, eliminating tunnels; RGB cameras require
lighting to detect elements; and laser scanning can have interference with reflective and transparent materials. If the infrastructure allowed for the technology to
offset these challenges, the rate of adoption would greatly increase.
Indoor environments also provide ample examples of hallways with glass corridors or open doors; of glazed ceramic or stone wall coverings; and of free-form
designed and undulated surfaces with posters, flyers, and unattended objects that
could significantly affect the autonomous agent’s ability to use computer vision
and to navigate. Just as with the changing car scene on roads, anything from people to wheelchairs to dogs can populate an indoor environment. Between stands
for posters, conversations around a coffee shop, and people passing by, the recording and comparison of image data can be nearly useless. The ability for a “ground
truth” localization method would allow for the guaranteed path center, while supplementary data from Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) devices or RGB
videos and could offer collision avoidance.
2. Background
Induction through a metal coil embedded in the road has been used for a long
time to study traffic patterns. The induction loop is able to detect when a large
ferrous metal object is near. When multiple loops are implemented in the road,
timings for cars to pass over can be calculated. These induction loops can be used
for traffic signals to detect when vehicles are present and trigger various traffic
controls. Furthermore, these induction sensors can be fine-tuned to distinguish
between various vehicle categories, such as cars, vans, trucks, and buses (Sun et
al. 2003). This removes the need for image sensing of vehicles, which can be less
reliable depending on light and atmospheric conditions, while improving on the
basic timed system.
The reverse use of this technology would allow vehicles to detect their location
within a road or a relationship to various obstacles and infrastructure elements. By
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decreasing the size and increasing the spacing, accurate location information for
the road can be detected. More specifically, the knowledge that these devices are
centered in the road can provide a reliable and trustworthy localizing information
source to the robot (or car). The same induction technologies are used, for example,
as an “invisible fence” to control boundary conditions for house animals and as
household robotic devices such as autonomous lawn mowers.
Induction loops could be designed to provide unique characteristics, as is the
case with Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID) technology that allows for shortto mid-range distance detection. However, RFIDs can be used to track general
inventories (presence) with long-range implementations or specific locations with
short-range implementations.
While there is ample (1) research and implementation of using magnetic field
and sensors for autonomous guidance systems and (2) research into shielding magnetic fields and how various materials contribute to it (Shi et al. 1995; Sumner et
al. 1987; Graham and Cullity 2009), little research has been done on materials
specific to construction and architecture with an integration of magnets into construction assemblies as a base for autonomous localization and guidance.
The research on material shielding in physics and material sciences may not
always be fully applicable to architecture and construction. Construction, especially executed on-site, introduces a high level of imprecision and usually requires
a high tolerance for errors as compared to other manufacturing technologies and
sciences. Materials used are often produced locally and may vary in their ferrous
metal contents from similar materials elsewhere. This means that uniformity and
measured outcomes may have a broad range of variations.
Construction assemblies such as floors or walls are hardly ever composed of a
single material. For example, concrete slabs are made of a single or double pour
with a top coating providing a finished surface. In the case of a single pour, the top
of the concrete slab is often covered with carpet, wood, or tiles, usually set in with
a thin set or an adhesive. Within the slab, depending on the desired structural performance, properties, and construction technology, there may be additional metal
deck panning, reinforcement steel bars (rods), or metal wire mesh to reinforce
concrete top surfaces against point loads. In addition to structural steel, floor slabs
may also integrate a number of other elements, such as cable conduits or piping
for radiant heating.
For the reason of its complexity, it is desirable to develop mock-ups for various types of floor slab assemblies and test them as composites. The case studies
below show magnetic shielding tests of individual materials such as floor tiles,
wood composites, and carpets as well as thin concrete slabs with various types of
metal mesh reinforcements. These mock-ups were used to set up parameters and
constraints necessary for the magnetic-field-based localization and guidance case
study.
3. Methodology
In order to correlate the magnetic field to the material interference, base measurements of the magnet were performed. Following this, numerous measurements
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with different materials and locations of the testing unit were done. Milliteslas
were the units used in the experiments, while the values received from the sensors
mounted on the robot were analog values between 48 and 4048.
3.1. EQUIPMENT

To test the magnetic field, a Kanetec TM-601 tesla meter was used, with a resolution of 0.1 milliteslas. For repeatability across magnets and materials, an X-carve
CNC machine was fitted with a custom holder in the ER-11 collet to maintain the
position of the TM-601 sensor (figure 1). The machine was controlled through the
software to specify exact height distances from the testing materials.

Figure 1. Testing device mounted to the ER-11 Collet of a CNC machine. The bar magnet is
raised and secured via POM plastic.

Implementation of the localization was done using magnets, with a KUKA
youBot and custom magnetic sensor array. Importantly, the robot had mecanum
wheels, allowing for full directionality of movement. An aluminium box containing 30 AD22151 hall sensors was mounted to the rear of the robot (figure 2). The
sensors were connected to an Arduino board, which connected to the computer
in the robot base, transmitting serial information through USB. Data values representing the magnetic field were between 48 and 4048, corresponding to south and
north poles, respectively. The base was controlled through a Python 2.7 interface
with ROS, and the sensor was read using pySerial. The program on the robot was
started and stopped over an Ethernet connection. While in practice this would be
a wireless connection, reliability of stopping and ease of programming required a
tether connection in these experiments.
3.2. DISTANCE

Multiple distances between the sensor and magnet were tested to understand the
falloff of the magnetic field, and whether any materials interfered with this falloff.
Base measurements of the magnet only were done at 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and
50 mm distances (vertical). Measurements with materials separating the testing
device and the material were done at the same distances, provided the material
height allowed. For example, a tile 8 mm thick would allow for samples 10 mm
and further from the magnet.
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Figure 2. The KUKA Youbot used for the experiment. The four wheels allow for omni
directional movement. The magnetic field sensors are mounted in the rear of the robot and
connect to the USB port of the robot.

3.3. MATERIALS

While many materials do not contain ferro-metallic particles that could affect magnetic field/flux, various construction materials were used to validate the insignificant effects such materials have. Materials used for testing included (1) ceramic
tiles, 100 x 100 mm, 8 mm thick, with cobalt and white glazing; (2) pine wood
planks, 20 mm thick; (3) floor carpet with non-cut loop, 6 mm thick; (4) marble stone tile, 10 mm thick; (5) vinyl flooring tiles, 3 mm thick; and (6) concrete
mix. The concrete used had a manufacturer statement that the mixture contained
approximately 20% sand, with a recommended ratio of 0.14 ml/g.
As concrete is often poured with rebar or metal mesh, additional material combinations were created. A steel reinforcement mesh with a 3 mm diameter in a
100 mm square was used to test top surface reinforcement used in many concrete
slabs, while a 3.5 mm x 6.5 mm diamond mesh of 0.5 mm thickness was used to
test concrete mesh pouring. Last, a concrete slab 18 mm thick (seen in figure 2)
was poured containing magnets at the bottom for use in the centering experiments.
3.4. DIRECTIONALITY

Two tests were performed to demonstrate the ability of the robot to localize based
on magnets. The first test was a sideways movement using the omnidirectional
wheels to locate the robot center to the magnet. Second, magnets were placed at
various distances apart to allow the robot to move forward and stop when a new
magnet was found, centering upon that magnet and then continuing.
4. Results
Two main results are presented. First, the relationship between magnetic fields
and location of the sensor demonstrates the feasibility as well as the difficulty of
integrating magnets in the construction process. Second, the implementation of a
centering robot based on embedded magnets is demonstrated.
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4.1. MATERIAL INTERFERENCE

As suspected, materials showed no significant variation in interference of the magnetic field. While it is possible these materials can interfere with electromagnetic
fields, as seen in some cases of concrete (Shi and Chung 1995), the concrete used
in the present experiments did not show any interference. However, there was significant interference of the magnetic field when metal was introduced. The values
measured from the magnet varied depending on the location. Figure 3 shows that
the difference between the edge and center of the bar magnet had significant differences when tested close to the surface, but became similar as the measurement
device moved further away.

Figure 3. Base measurements of the bar magnet tested at the edge and center.

When using the wire mesh with a cast of concrete, the measurements showed
a significant decrease depending on the location of the mesh. However, the effect
of measuring 10 mm higher from the magnet caused a larger difference than the
introduction of wire mesh. The wire mesh closest to the magnet showed the most
significant difference in the magnetic field, especially at the center. When a wire
mesh was introduced closest to the surface, a 26% reduction in the measured magnetic field occurred, whereby the difference between 20 mm and 30 mm reduced
the magnetic field strength by 52% (figure 4).

Figure 4. Left: Measurements from the center of the bar magnet. Right: Measurements from
the edge of the magnet. Base is the measurement with no concrete or mesh. Bottom represents
the mesh facing closest to the magnet with the concrete above. Middle is the mesh embedded
in the middle of the concrete. Top is the wire mesh above the concrete. All data is based on the
average of 3 separate measurements. .
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Further illustrating the results showing that the distance of metal mesh from the
magnet has a significant impact, additional measurements demonstrated the various distances and their effects on magnetic strength. In the case of a 5.5 mm gap
between the magnet and mesh at 10 mm, the measured magnetic field decreased to
60% of the original base measurement. Comparatively, placing the mesh directly
on the magnet resulted in a measured field decreasing to 96% of the original base
measurement (figure 5).

Figure 5. Various distances of the mesh from the magnet and the corresponding measured
magnetic field.

Figure 6. Results of the 3mm bar square being placed with the magnet in the center and
magnet under the bar. .

The final testing was done with the 3 mm metal bar. Notably, the spacing used
between bars was wide enough to have no impact when the magnet was centered
(figure 6). However, placement of the bar directly over the magnet did have an
impact on the measured field. As metals often used in construction are magnetic,
special care must be taken to avoid the magnet attaching to the bar.
4.2. ROBOTIC LOCALIZATION

To clearly demonstrate the efficacy of using magnets for centering the robot, figure
7 shows a magnet being moved, with a real-time calculation of the new magnet
location and the movement required to align to it. The process was repeatable and
reliable, demonstrating the efficacy of the process.
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Figure 7. Centering algorithm of the robot being demonstrated. Top Left: Robot is centered
on the magnet embedded in the concrete. Top Right, an additional magnet with higher force
than the embedded one forces the robot to move sideways. Bottom Left and Right: Robot
autonomously centers again in respect to the embedded magnet.

The second test performed was to have the robot autonomously center on a
magnet, after which it was intended to move straight forward until another magnet
was found, and repeat the process. Figure 8 shows the experimental setup in which
magnets were placed at random distances apart. The robot was then placed with
the sensor near the first magnet to begin localization.

Figure 8. Three magnets were placed on the wooden platform various distances apart and
with slight offsets.

The robot was able to successfully center and track until the following magnets
were found. Figure 9 shows an overlay for the video. Notably, the double images
of the robot at similar positions show the ability to center on the unevenly placed
magnets along the path. The largest obstacle in this implementation is the spacing
between magnets. As the distance increases, the error for the center of the robot
increases. When this error is too high, the robot can pass the magnet without
the sensor passing over it. To address this problem, additional attention to the
magnet spacing is required. Another success of this experiment is seen in the freestanding magnets on the platform. While ideally the magnets are embedded into
the infrastructure, the robot was able to pass over the magnets without the magnet
attaching to the steel base. This demonstrates that the strength of the magnet can
be low enough to have little force on metal objects while still being readable by a
dedicated sensor.
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Figure 9. Overlays of the video in which the robot centers on a magnet, continues forward
until another magnet is found, centers again, and continues forward until the third magnet is
found, centering and ending the program.

5. Conclusion
The results presented here provide key guidelines for magnetic line following integrated into a construction site. Furthermore, the efficacy of a robot relying on
magnets for basic localization, such as centering on a line, has been shown to be
simple and easy to implement. When designing to integrate magnets for this purpose, the most important consideration is the distance between the magnet and the
aboveground sensor. A second consideration is that the peak of the magnetic field
varies across a typical bar magnet when measured at various heights. This is compounded by the introduction of magnetic shielding material, such as metal mesh
or metal bars. The elimination of these materials is the best option, but if they
must be used between the magnet and the floor surface, effort should be taken to
reduce the distance between the magnet and the shielding material, as the amount
of shielding increases when the gap increases.
Furthermore, the strength of the natural magnets greatly outweighs the strength
of the Earth’s electromagnetic fields by several magnitudes. The strength of
the Earth’s electromagnetic field is in the range of 25 to 65 microteslas, while
the smallest measurement we considered in navigation was in tens of milliteslas.
Demonstrating the ability to strongly detect these magnets, the sensor used in this
study was able to detect the magnets lying free under the robot, while the chassis of
the robot was high enough not to attract the magnet onto itself. As other research
has pointed out, various materials and aggregates in concrete play an important
role in electromagnetic shielding. The ability for the system demonstrated in this
paper to work likely hinges on the strength of the natural magnets and the lack of
high-powered electromagnets or high sensitivity to electromagnetic fields. When
dealing with all magnetic fields at a high resolution, the Earth itself will create
interference. However, as shown here, this level of noise is insignificant for this
type of robotic navigation. Finally, the method and algorithm implemented is also
sensitive enough to track a magnet under concrete while simultaneously able to be
overcome by a magnet placed by hand on top of the concrete.
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6. Future
The main goal of this paper has been to show that through infrastructure, the pace
at which society can adopt autonomous robotics that can navigate through space
can significantly increase. While magnets themselves are not an end-all solution
to navigation, with little work they have been shown to aid in the centering and
localization of a wheeled robot. This concept could be expanded to electromagnets
as well. In this type of situation, data could be communicated to the robot as well,
through various methods. For example, simple on-off commands similar to Morse
code could be deciphered by the robot reading the magnet. This could provide
navigation information to various robots, or act as an embedded traffic system that
only robots can detect, not interfering with humans within the space. However,
the benefits of using natural earth magnets may be lost, and further research is
required.
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